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Abstract
In this paper1 , we describe our efforts to appropriate an
autono-preneurial agent—in this case, the Amazon Locust2 —through the development of an API that enables
equitable and socially aware entrepreneurial decision making on the part of the Locust. We present a new API and
our intended vision for this system, along with our proposed
deployment plan for implementing appropriated Locusts in
Midwestern USA suburban communities. These appropriated Locusts will allow community provisioning decisionmaking that moves beyond consideration of profitability to
also include decisions based on equity, equality, community,
and interpersonal relationships. We discuss the broader
implications of this work and point toward future areas of
inquiry.
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1
All text before the Author Statement section (which appears after the
fictional references) is fictional.
2
The Amazon Locust is a fictional autonomous lawn mowing robot that
we imagine to be widely available through Amazon by 2035.

CCS Concepts
•Information systems → Collaborative and social computing systems and tools; •Computer systems organization → Robotic control; Robotic autonomy;

Introduction
Autonomous agents that can perform gig-economy-like
services are becoming increasingly available to the average citizen. These services include, but are not limited to:
self-driving cars that perform ride hailing services while
not in use by the individuals who own them (Alice & Dorpy,
2024)3 ; drones that run micro-deliveries within a community when not being used recreationally (Dave & Kevin,
2027); and, the case we focus on in this paper, lawn mowing robots that can provide lawn mowing services for one’s
neighbors (Whitley, Gray, & Toombs, in review). These autonomous agents that perform gig-economy-like services
have been called “autono-preneurial agents” due to the
focus on increasing the autonomy of the machine with regards to revenue generating decision making (Chesterton,
2024). In other words, these machines are able to communicate with potential customers within a defined neighborhood, provide the named service, and process financial
transactions without intervention by those who purchased
and own them.
Research in this area has covered a wide spectrum of topics, from explorations of the hardware and compute power
limitations of battery-powered machine intelligence (Turbock
& Cans, 2022) to the social acceptability of autonomous
agents operating as revenue-collecting community members (Ching & Perps, 2034). We situate this study in between these topic areas, leaning toward the latter. Specif3
All but one of the references included in the Design Fiction portion of
this paper are fictional. The Author’s Statement at the end of the document
contains our non-fictional references.

ically, in the next section we relate our findings to: studies on the emotional labor expected from—and performed
by—these autonomous agents; popular press, political, and
legal conversations about the personhood of these and similar artificially intelligent agents; and studies of the adoption
of community service provisioning apps like Lendr4 and
NeighborGood5 .
The goal of this project at the intersection of these related
topic areas is to investigate the adaptability of off-the-shelf
AI agents, with the specific orientation toward adapting
the ethical decision making strategies of these machines
from those that are assumed and built-in from the moment
of purchase to new, more complex ethical decision making strategies as determined by the owner of the agent. To
clarify this goal with an example, the Amazon Locust’s current lawn-prioritizing strategy ranks the Locust’s owner’s
lawn first, as expected, and then selects the next lawn it
will mow based on cumulative-matrix tuning as sampled by
the behavioral-coefficients from our API. Examples of such
behaviors include the regulation of: energy consumption;
time; wear and tear on the blades; and, most importantly,
the profit it will make based on the previous coefficients and
the bids it has received through the neighborhood service
provisioning app of choice by that particular neighborhood
(Amazon, 2036). Our appropriated Locust builds on those
decision making strategies to be able to account for more
socially complex scenarios, such as prioritizing the neighbor
who has a greater need (i.e., is less able to mow their own
lawn) or weighting the requests of close personal friends
heavier than the requests of others.
4

Lendr is a fictional company for the purposes of this paper. We
imagine it to belong to a class of services that mediate sharing economy
services for communities.
5
NeighborGood is a fictional company for the purposes of this paper.
It operates similarly to Lendr.

Figure 1: Autono-prenurial Lawn Mowing Robot. Creative Commons CC0 Public Domain license https://pxhere.com/en/photo/946139.

Thus, the contributions of this work in progress paper are
threefold: 1) we demonstrate a potential strategy for modifying the underlying ethical agendas and assumptions of offthe-shelf autono-preneurial agents; 2) we provide our API
for this specific ethical replacement, which may serve as an
example for future, alternative ethical explorations; and 3)
we contribute to the growing body of literature that explores
the potential roles these agents—and their associated sociotechnical systems—may have in their communities and
society at large.
We begin with an overview of related work in this area, followed by a description of our approach to this project and
the API we implemented for altering the controls and assumptions of the Locust system. Next, we discuss our plans
for a pilot deployment of this machine in a small community.
We end the paper with a discussion of potential implications

of this work, and future research we plan to conduct in this
space.

Background and related work
While research on autonomous machines (and autonomously
entrepreneurial machines) has encompassed a wide range
of topics, we focus in this section on related work from three
areas of interest: 1) research on the role of machine emotional labor in acceptability of autonomy; 2) academic, legal,
and popular press discussions about the relationship between machine autonomy and personhood status; and 3)
the adoption and use of community sharing provisioning
applications.
As new levels of machine autonomy have developed, research in the field of Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) has
begun to explore strategies for ensuring that these types

of autonomy are not only understood by individuals interacting with autonomous machines, but are also acceptable, rather than discomforting. Flaneral, Dodds, and Mamson’s study on the acceptability of autonomous behaviors
as they are perceived through artificial emotion displays
(2026) launched a new sub-field of research that marries
HRI, explainable AI, and robot design. Subsequent studies have explored how perceptions of positive emotions, as
displayed through machines performing various services,
impact the interactions and experiences that humans have
with those machines (e.g., Mortle & Zock, 2032), building
on the prior work of Reeves and Nass (1996)6 . Recent
studies have also begun to explore the potential role that
negative emotion displays, such as displays of shame and
guilt, could help individuals manage their expectations of
robot performance while also encouraging them to perform
necessary maintenance tasks on their robots with increasing frequency (Kerpin & Smeesh, 2030; Klemmer & Tramplor, 2037). Our study and related deployment builds on
this prior work, translating what has been learned about
more complex autonomous machines, such as AI service
providers in explicitly social settings like restaurants, to less
obviously social settings with fairly rudimentary levels of
machine intelligence. Specifically, we have adopted the call
to portray robots with faces as friendly servants to also help
lighten the appearance of the Amazon Locust, despite its
lack of a face. While we cannot utilize common facial expressions to portray friendliness, we have augmented the
relatively “cutesy” movements and idle animations the robot
performs by default with a simple sticker that helps communicate both its goal and its (espoused) enthusiasm for that
goal (See Figure 1).

tificially intelligent autonomous robots that also function as
entrepreneurs, these conversations set the stage for how
autono-preneurial agents are perceived in the wider suburban community. For example, how these agents are classified as a business expense, as employees, or potentially
as co-owners of the businesses that they operate all have
tax implications that, currently, are under debate (Helmsly,
2021; Taversly, 2034). Are these autono-prenurial agents
able to be explicitly banned or allowed by homeowners association (HOA) covenants? Are these agents extensions
of the real estate in which the owners live, or are they geographically unbundled from this real estate? One helpful
mechanism for discussing these types of machines has
been to categorize them on the control-autonomy gradient7
(Wolowitz, 2028). On the “control” end of the spectrum are
machines that are under complete computational control,
whereas machines toward the “autonomy” end of the spectrum have the capability to make decisions—and act on
those decisions—without the input from some control mechanism. We focus in our research on machines that reside
closer to the “control” side of the control-autonomy spectrum, in part to side-step the political baggage of associating with fully autonomous machines, but also to help flesh
out how we understand the business and interpersonal
roles of tools and technologies that reside in the messy
middle space, which still make up the vast majority of available products.

While our study does not engage explicitly with the current
political and legal speculations about the personhood of ar-

7
The control-autonomy gradient is a fictional concept that, for the
purposes of this paper, problematizes the relationship between autonomy within a robot and the potential tax implications associated with that
autonomy when the robot is an employee of some sort.

6

This one is actually a real reference!

Many of these middle-space, semi-autonomous devices,
including the Amazon Locust as well as delivery drones,
community-owned pizza ovens, and home maintenance

bots8 , are increasingly designed to be able to provide services on a transactional basis for those who do not own the
device. A range of geographically-specific sharing economy applications, like Lendr and NeighborGood, have recently become popular mediators of these types of services. Through them, individuals who live close enough to
someone who owns one of these devices may provision
that device’s services for a small fee, and the device is then
able, without intervention from its owner, to provide that service. The adoption and use of these community sharing
provisioning applications has been the subject of several
Computer Supported Cooperative Work and Social Computing (CSCW) studies, including: investigations into how
participating in these services relates to feelings of social
belonging and cohesion (Thomas, 2035); design guidelines
for developing accessible service provision interventions
(Korbleth & Smorgan, 2031); and ethnographies that explore the complex social responsibilities that result when
temporal, transactional devices are shared among a small
subset of neighbors (Zhang, 2030).
Our proposed intervention and deployment builds on these
services, providing API hooks that enable either the developers of such provisioning services or end-user programmers to modify and extend the decision-making strategies
that come with them off-the-shelf. In the next section, we
describe our API, as well as provide an example implementation and example use cases.

Research Approach
In this section, we present an API we created that allows
for developers and end-user programmers to modify and
extend the externally exposed decision-making methods of
the Amazon Locust. The baseline API methods provided by

Amazon already allow for minimal decision-making modifications, such as to the weighting between profit and energy
consumption, the distance the device is able to travel away
from “home,” and the amount of desired operating hours
per day that the device may be active. Our extended API
builds on these baseline methods, creating the opportunity
for decision-making strategies that exist beyond the current
profit vs. energy / distance / wear-and-tear strategies.
RESTful Application Programming Interface (API)
The following API was designed in accordance with the
Amazon Locust Networked Mind Interface9 (v1.4) for the
purpose of inserting social awareness coefficients into the
Modified Proprioceptive Matrix10 via the Categorically Architected Automation Schema11 (CAAS) algorithm. As explained in the Locust manual, “Due to CAAS being a culmination of multiple traditional reinforcement learning algorithms, additional variables or coefficients can be added
to modify the first order transition matrices before being
combined into successive mid-level behaviorals,” this API
attaches socially-conscious coefficients above the proprioceptive mechanics layer, allowing high-level behaviors to
be tuned with ease. See Table 1 and Table 2 for the commands we have implemented.
Example Implementation
Our API provides developers the capability to imbue socially
conscious behaviors directly into their creative space. As
described in Tables 1 and 2, the HTTP GET methods retrieve the existing coefficients while the HTTP POST methods queue writing operations to update any existing coefficients; both have been designed to allow for near-real-time
9

Networked Mind is a fictional cognitive architecture.
Modified Proprioceptive Matrix is a fictional mathematical utility.
11
The Categorically Architected Automation Schema algorithm is a
fictional reinforcement learning algorithm.
10

8
These are fictional examples, but they are plausible and we wish they
existed.

Table 1: Get Commands

Field

Type

Description

getEqualityCoef

float

getEquitabilityCoef

float

getCommunityCoef

float

getRelationshipCoef

float

Returns a floating point value representing the currently tuned Equality Coefficient
Returns a floating point value representing the currently tuned Equitability Coefficient
Returns a floating point value representing the currently tuned Community Maintenance Coefficient
Returns a floating point value representing the currently tuned Interpersonal Relationship Coefficient

tuning of the behavioral matrices. The implementation process is as follows:
Initialization
Assuming the initial onboarding process has been completed as per Amazon’s unboxing instructions, the Locust
will be initialized with a cursory understanding of its neighborhood, including superficial details about the familial relationships its owner has with specific neighbors, as well
as more in-depth information about the ability and potential
willingness of each neighbor to pay for its services12 . To access our API, the Locust’s owner must download and install
our SocialAwareness13 plugin to their Locust. The plugin
unlocks the default behavioral matrices, allowing for modification and implementation of human-social awareness as
described by Weaver (2029). Upon successful installation,
the plugin will enter configuration mode where geo-social
features are extracted from the local area and social net12
In this fictional future, these are types of data that Amazon already
has collected about each neighborhood, based on purchasing decisions
made through their many services
13
SocialAwareness plugin is a fictional plugin for the purposes of this
paper.

work, providing the autonomous framework with information
about the physical and social landscape of the user’s neighborhood. This information can then be rated and weighted
by the Locust owner, such that the decisions it makes about
whose lawn to mow next can be based on factors such as
relationship standing, perception of need, and fairness.
Use Case: Community-centric Landscaping
As an illustrative example, let us assume a Locust owner
who wants to inform their Amazon Locust to be as community focused as possible when making mowing decisions. Using the SocialAwareness API, the Locust can be
indirectly instructed to focus on yards that most need attention without the explicit instruction of how to do so, or
could avoid yards whose owners dislike or distrust transactional sharing services. Due to varying types of grass
growing at different speeds and some neighbors having already mowed their yards, tuning the community coefficient
to the maximum value will alter the Locust’s autonomous
infrastructure in such a way as to create an instinctive desire to make all yards look as similar as possible. In this
way, “community-centric” weighting could be used to lightly
enforce, for example, HOA regulations on grass length in a

Table 2: Post Commands

Field

Type

Description

setEqualityCoef

float

setEquitabilityCoef

float

setCommunityCoef

float

setRelationshipCoef

float

Sets a value representing the desired Equality Coefficient
Sets a value representing the desired Equitability
Coefficient
Sets a value representing the desired Community
Maintenance Coefficient
Sets a value representing the desired Interpersonal
Relationship Coefficient

given neighborhood, while perhaps resulting in financial or
maintenance penalties to those owners whose grass length
was out of compliance.
Use Case: Relationship-centric Landscaping
In this example, let us assume the same Locust owner
would like to re-orient their Locust to focus on helping them
maintain or improve their interpersonal relationships with
specific neighbors. By setting the relationship coefficient to
the maximum value, and then subsequently selecting specific neighbors to prioritize, the Locust will then begin deciding to mow the lawns of its owner’s close personal friends,
even before mowing the lawns of those willing to pay it additional urgency fees (depending on the profitability setting
exposed through the default API). In this way, the Locust
prioritizes providing favors, possibly allowing the owners to
gain preferential treatment in the future, rather than providing community-centric value or profit-centric value.
Use Cases: Equality-centric and Equity-centric Landscaping
With the equality coefficient maximized, the Locust will attempt, to the best of its ability, to distribute its time and effort evenly among lawns and families in the neighborhood,

without specific regard for need, relationship, or how recently the lawn had already been mowed by someone else.
In contrast, a maximized equity coefficient will foreground
those in the neighborhood who are most in need of the Locust’s services, such as those who do not their own robot
mowing device, do not have teenagers who are capable of
mowing the family lawn, or those who are not able to mow
their own lawn for any other reason. How these data based
on need are recorded will depend on how the API we have
developed is implemented by developers of each system.
Example Developer Configuration
We do not imagine that it will be typical for individuals to
maximize a single of these coefficients at any given time.
Instead, we believe it much more likely for individuals to
weight these coefficients to represent the values they would
prefer for their Locust to embody. How these coefficients
are exposed to Locust owners depends on the developer
implementation. At baseline, we suggest that these controls
exist either in a configuration menu of some kind, such as
through the Lendr or NeighborGood systems, or as a series of prompts the Locust owner can answer when they

initialize the device or each time they wish to modify its SocialAwareness configuration. Example questions include:
• To what extent do you want all neighbors to receive
equal attention from Locust?
• To what extent would you like for neighbors with
higher need to be prioritized or penalized?
• To what extent should the Locust enforce HOA rules
about grass length?
• To what extent would you like to identify specific people for the Locust to prioritize, either in a beneficent
or punitive sense? (This question would then be followed by a prompt to search or input specific people
in one’s neighborhood).

Deployment Plan
The next phase of our research is a five-month deployment study (April through August, 2041) through which we
will modify ten existing Locusts, one in each of ten suburban communities. We have identified the neighborhoods
in which the modified Locusts will be deployed, and have
begun contacting Locust owners about their interest in participating. While the API installation is non-destructive, it
is reasonable for Locust owners to have concerns about
the possibility that this installation will void their warranties
(despite the explicit permission for modification provided
by Amazon, in parallel with the modification and extension
they enable with their Alexa services). To alleviate these
concerns, participants will be compensated with a 500 dollar (USD) Amazon gift card, as well as replacement batteries and mower blades for them to install at the completion of the study. Participants will be interviewed 4 times

throughout the study, once before the installation of the SocialAwareness API, twice during the study, and once more
at the conclusion of the study. During this final interview,
participants will have the option to keep the API or have
their Locust returned to factory settings. In addition to these
interviews with Locust owners, focus groups will be conducted with community members who are impacted by the
Locust. One focus group will occur during the study, and a
second will occur after its conclusion. We will attempt to include both community members who view the Locust owner
favorably and those who are less enthusiastic. Data from
the deployment of the device, including API settings, will
be used to construct focus group protocols that target the
impact of the Locust’s interactions on the sentiment of the
local community.

Discussion and Anticipated Future Work
Autono-preneurial agents have the potential to act as linchpins for community activism. One such way for them to enact this responsibility is through being configured with the
new API plugin we have developed. In this way, even a service as mundane as lawn mowing may help bring people
together in a community, rather than simply enable capitalist
production. Alternately, potential antagonistic uses of the
API might discourage positive community behaviors, depending on the ways in which current relationships of the
owner and community members are projected into Locust’s
interactions. For instance, while our case has focused on a
robot that was happy and personable, one could imagine alternative cases, such as passive aggressive entrepreneurial
identities through which the robot must inform clients of its
needs to pay bills, robots that become homeless or ownerless robots due to bans on such devices by HOA covenants
or antagonistic neighbors, or robots that are in need of repair or maintenance but have no ability to locate maintenance services.

We anticipate future work in this area to continue to build on
the increasingly cross-channel nature of these service provisions. Studies may focus on, for example, ways for social
media service data analysis to provide relationship-building
information that may automatically be incorporated into the
kinds of behavioral-coefficients we have enabled. We also
anticipate additional implications for robot-initiated gig economy markets, as services are increasingly traded, bartered,
or provided autonomously without the direct involvement
of human actors. This new type of algorithmic complexity
may lead to situations in which provisioning of services is
unequitably provided, with little algorithmic explainability or
recourse for service accountability.

Amazon. (2036). Locust Operational Manual.

Further work may explore what happens if these community service provisioning mechanisms are owned collectively by the community—either by the HOA directly, or as
another form of collective—rather than by an individual.
The API in the future would need to be calibrated such that
the Locust could be less entrepreneurial and even more
community-focused. One potential additional coefficient we
can imagine at this time is a justice coefficient, whereby the
profits made through the provided service are distributed
based on financial need, rather than based on an even
split or an amortization calculation. By beginning to explore
these questions, and by enabling alternative ethical and
value-based decision-making strategies on the part of these
autono-preneurial agents, we open new lines of inquiry in
relation to socially responsible robotics systems.14

Flaneral, A., Dodds, B., & Mamson, C. (2026). “Look how
happy it looks!”: Robot Emotional Labor in the Gig Economy. ACM/IEEE International Conference on Human-Robot
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Author Statement
Through this design fiction, we present a “speculative research vision” [2] in which we demonstrate how the research results of a potential future research project may
illuminate dimensions of agentive creativity and exploration
as robots are increasingly equipped to participate in the “gig
economy” [7, 10]. This design fiction builds upon speculative forms previously introduced by Blythe [3] in relation
to fictions of un-created yet plausible design prototypes,
and the model of a “fictional research paper” suggested by
Lindley and Coulton [9]. Thus, we do not primarily place
the contribution of this design fiction in the novelty of its
form; rather, we focus our contribution on the interleaving
of future-yet-plausible physical prototypes, APIs that link
autonomy with social justice and community values, and
the anthropomorphization of motivations for autonomous
devices. We imagined the venue for this fictional work-inprogress to be an established conference focused on the interactions between humans and machine intelligent agents,
again building on the work of Kirman et al. [8] in projecting a future academic community of practice. As such, the
fictional reference would read:
“Austin L. Toombs, Derek Whitley, and Colin M.
Gray. (2040). Autono-preneurial Agents in the
Community: Developing a Socially Aware API
for Autonomous Entrepreneurial Lawn Mowers.
In Proceedings of the 10th Annual ACM Conference on Explainable Machine Intelligence
(EMI ‘40). ACM, New York, NY, USA.”
We approached this speculative research space in a primarily utopian stance [1], exploring the implications of incremental improvements to robotic cognition that could allow
robots to more fully participate in everyday suburban life
with a sense of autonomy and entrepreneurial purpose, yet

within the structures common of United States suburban
dwellings. Because homeowners associations (HOAs) are
a dominant feature of suburban life in the United States,
with restrictions often linked to the deeds of properties, we
imagined that the often-punitive and capricious structures
of these HOAs would be likely to exist in 2040, even if other
aspects of the technology landscape might dramatically
change. Thus, our goal was not to identify anarchical futures, where robotic actors overtake humanity or completely
displace our present suburban reality, but rather to identify
where autonomous, entrepreneurial (autono-preneurial, a
neologism that we have coined) robots might productively
extend gig worker roles already present in the year 2020
within a familiar suburban context. We explore the implications of this positioning of robot-as-gig-worker through a
world-building approach, wherein we build out these “imagined implications” one step at a time.
In 2020, there are already numerous concerns regarding
the impact that robots cum agent-ful or autono-preneurial
might have on the functioning and design of future cities
and communities. For example, what might happen to the
parking revenue that cities depend upon when cars are able
to slowly drive themselves around the block as their owner
goes about their day instead of parking [16]? These relatively simple economic issues in a traditional owner–car
pairing can be further complicated to imagine what will happen when, while waiting, these cars might—autonomously
or through external guidance—provide gig-economy-like
services to others, as was briefly promised by Tesla [12].
Through this design fiction, we seek to speculate on a more
optimistic, utopic vision for these systems. However, by
“utopic” vision we refer not to the designed technology as
fulfilling a utopian imaginary, but we instead frame as utopic
the attempts of end-user programmers and developers to
re-purpose systems to fit a broader worldview—for our pur-

poses, the case where robotic actors respond with care and
concern to the communities in which they are placed, enacting broader social values of equity or justice [4]. In this
framing, spiteful or capricious elements driven by humans
are left intact (e.g., HOA governance), while robots appear
to rise above these issues to consider community values as
a priority, to make this contrast more clear.
We particularly focused this design fiction on the social
actor roles that may be present in future robots, and the
ways in which these agentive components might contribute
to a community’s functioning and general wellbeing. This
perspective resonates with current work on the potential
community roles of non-physical actors, such as viewing
chatbots as community members in the work of Seering
et al. [11]. Taking on this perspective allows HCI and STS
scholars to extend our view of care in these physical communities, considering what role “everyday care” [14] might
have when human and non-human actors are each constitutive of the broader “smart city” sociotechnical system [6].
This perspective also encourages further interrogation of
nominally decentralized ”gig economy” systems [13], where
gig workers currently have roles that exist in a cyborg-like
state that requires their emotional responsiveness as well
as their ability to complete a well-structured task that has
the potential to be automated in the near future. This extends to how we imagine the formation of utopias, future
technology-human interactions, and the role of HCI scholars and practitioners in enabling these potential futures.
This design fiction also explores the potential role of a robot
as social activist, including dimensions of care, equity,
equality, and justice that are typically only ascribed to human actors. In doing so, we specifically redirect conversation from the common trope that “the machines are going
to ruin everything,” and instead imagine a future where “the

machines can enact care and social justice” [5, 15]. The
construction of an API through which a robot must address
highly creative, entrepreneurial tasks that are grounded in
a specific community allows us to consider what may happen when complex concepts like equality, equity, and interpersonal relationships are pragmatically “quantified” or
flattened in some ways to enable these artificially intelligent
agents to alter their decision making strategies. In imagining agentful behaviors, researchers must productively blur
the lines between emotional expressivity and the way that
this expressivity is taken up and responded to by human
actors in the community, both in the short- and long-term.
What kinds of information are required for presenting these
new heuristics in appropriately complex-yet-still-machineinterpretable ways? Is a robot’s goal to maintain current
social relations within a community? Or is it to alter these
relations to be more just, perhaps overriding less valuecentered desires of human actors? How does the robot
balance their personal needs (e.g., fuel, maintenance) with
those of the other community members, and how might they
balance or decide among capitalist, anarchist, or benevolent paradigms of interaction?

system, however, our projected research interests evolved
to what we have presented above. Woven throughout this
piece are subtle—though hopefully not imperceptible—
tensions among conflicting projected social norms, including but not limited to: the increasingly fast adoption of technologies that boast some level of real or approximated autonomy (and the related anthropomorphization of those
technologies); growing interest, academically and publicly,
in explainable machine intelligence; increased felt needs for
systems that aid in the provisioning of community decision
making and the related moderation of community-based
sharing; growing pushback to corporation-imposed value
systems (including the tension of pushing back on those imposed values while simultaneously continuing to purchase
from those corporations, as with modern-day Amazon corporation conflicts); and increased concerns around the extent of data captured about us as individuals and as communities. What we hope to have presented is a positive,
utopian perspective on the potential future inclusion of social impact in human-computer interaction and human-robot
interaction research.
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